WASSED QUARRY

Practical, Functional, Beautiful Floors.

Washed Quarry’s beautiful, yet traffic-friendly colour palette adds a sense of style to any commercial or residential space. The trendy glazing technique of washed oxides gives each tile a dramatic effect while offering the added benefit of decreased maintenance.

COLOUR OFFERINGS

Offering 10 standard glaze colours.

- WQ: Belmont
- WQ: Brentwood
- WQ: Cordova
- WQ: Feock
- WQ: Haven
- WQ: Highfield
- WQ: Hillcrest
- WQ: Old Rectory
- WQ: Porthgwidden
- WQ: Woodside
SIZE OFFERINGS

Drawings are for illustrative purposes only.

SPECIFICATIONS

General Description
Trikeenan WASHED QUARRY tile are formed from wet clay; finished, glazed and fired to 2200 degrees F. Custom tiles may be produced at other temperatures and with other processes. For more information, samples or pricing please contact your local dealer.

Standard Specifications
Trikeenan conforms to ANSI 137.1 as Special Purpose Tile. Our tile are produced, graded and packed to our stated specifications.

Applications
Washed Quarry is ideal for both residential and commercial flooring. The unique color characteristics and traditional sizes can inspire the most artistic horizontal surfaces.